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A matter of perspective - E&P strategy in a changing world
Phil Watts, a managing director of the Royal Dutch/Shell Group
ONS conference, Stavanger-August 26,1998

The exploration and production industry sees many new opportunities, as
a result of political changes and its own expanding capabilities. There is
increasing competition for scarce resources — people, tools, technology,
capital and public support. The industry must meet pressing challenges,
including low oil prices and changing societal expectations. Investors
seek predictable terms that are appropriate for both global and local
conditions. They have to assess the risks, value the opportunities,
consider whether they have the necessary resources, and satisfy
themselves they can maintain standards. Their choices are constrained by
economic conditions and commercial realities.

The exploration and production business is increasingly demanding. The
resources required for success are correspondingly scarce. These resources
include:

• people — with the necessary talent, skills, drive and organisation;

• tools — such as the deepwater drilling rigs now in such short supply;

• technology-which must be developed to meet new needs and cannot
always be found 'on the shelf;

• capital - at increasing levels; and

• public support — without which no business can prosper.

We compete for resources as an industry, as companies and - for projects -
within organisations. Competition reflects our differing visions and clashing
aspirations. It drives improvement and ensures resources are used efficiently.

Most E&P companies have ambitions to grow. Some will certainly be
disappointed.

Let me start by outlining my own thoughts on the challenges and opportunities
which may affect this industry's future and competitive environment.

There's an old joke about a city dweller asking directions in the country and
being told 'if I was going there, I wouldn't start from here'. How well is this
industry placed to go forward? We start with the vigour and confidence
engendered by a remarkable record of achievement in cutting costs and
accessing new reserves —the product of widespread technological advance
and a revolution in the way we work. Political changes — and our own capacity
to extend our frontiers — offer many new opportunities. Two areas worth
particular mention are the Caspian region and the deepwater opportunities off
Africa's west coast.



But we confront significant challenges. The most pressing is the fall in oil prices
- nearly 30% lower in the first half of this year than in the equivalent period last
year.

The price challenge
Over the past decade we have become used to relatively stable real oil prices.
Many assumed that any change would be upward as economic growth
continued to fuel demand and the long-anticipated fall in non-OPEC supplies
materialised.

Overall oil consumption did grow last year —by over 2%. But this included
strong growth in Asian developing countries —since curtailed. EU oil
consumption barely increased, while warm weather meant that gas use fell for
the first time in five years.

Non-OPEC oil production continued rising. Unlike in previous years, north-west
Europe contributed little to this. UK production fell, and Norwegian grew only
slightly. However, Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan contributed to the first production
rise for a decade in the former Soviet Union.

The major growth - over 5% - came from OPEC producers. This reflects
increasing capacity. Surplus capacity is approaching the levels of the mid-
1980s. It will take sustained discipline by OPEC members to keep it from
market.

The economist Fritz Schumacher warned: 'Predictions are always unreliable...
particularly when they are about the future.' I will not fall into the trap of trying to
forecast oil prices. But prudent business people will plan for the possibility that
low prices may persist —with spikes triggered by real or imagined events. 'Plan'
is the operative word. Little production will be shut in. But we must all consider
the viability of future developments.

We have transformed the way we organise and manage our activities. The
drive is continuous, and the full impact has yet to be seen. In Shell this process
involves fundamental changes and widespread initiatives which are bringing
about significant improvements in performance. We have ambitious goals.

As always it depends on people —who they are, those they work with, how they
do it. We know the value of our unique cadre of experienced professionals. But
we appreciate the need to co-operate more effectively with others — for
example, through business alliances. And we are transforming the way we
work.

Technological development is central — utilisation and innovation. Some
companies concentrate only on the first. In Shell we believe both are vital. We
put increasing effort into ensuring that Shell operations everywhere use the
best technology for the job as effectively and safely as possible. For example,
Shell International Deepwater Services was created last year to ensure our
deepwater experience is applied around the world.



But we also invest in advancing our technology —with the understanding of
operational requirements and possibilities gained in world-wide operations. It is
a truism that technology spreads increasingly rapidly. That doesn't mean all
technologies are available off the shelf.

Changing societal expectation
In technology it is essential to keep ahead of the game. The same goes for
societal expectations. There's no virtue in being pushed into recognising new
realities only to find the world has moved on. We have to engage with - and
help shape - tomorrow's issues. There is no doubt that societal pressures on
this —and other businesses —will continue to increase. They stem from
fundamental changes in perceptions.

First, there are growing concerns about the impact of human activities on our
planet. I share these. So, I'm sure, do most of you. Environmental pressures
are bound to increase.

Second, there are concerns about the impact of globalisation. Most people
recognise the benefits of economic liberalisation, but many fear its impact.
There is a perception that the power of governments has declined, while that of
corporations has grown. Business activities will come under increasing scrutiny,
and there will be greater efforts to extend global regulation.

Third, as Marshall McLuhan prophesied, the communications revolution has
shrunk the world. Global media bring home to us events and conditions - and
the behaviour of companies —everywhere. Electronic communication is
transforming access to information and the capacity for individuals to influence
affairs. There is bound to be increasing pressure to rectify social inequalities
and injustices. At least I hope so.

These changes will have a great impact on energy companies, particularly
those which operate internationally. It will not just mean stopping doing things,
or doing them better. We will be expected to provide solutions — often beyond
what has been accepted as the legitimate role of business.

Energy for tomorrow
We have always provided solutions in our prime area of responsibility — meeting
the world's energy needs. Patterns of supply have evolved in response to
changing conditions. They will continue doing so. Changes will be driven by the
growing energy needs of developing societies, technological change, market
liberalisation and political pressures.

Shell energy scenarios have been widely discussed. [See the speeches listed
on the back cover of this publication, which can also be found at the shell.com
website.] I don't intend to go through them here. But let me make four points.

First, developing countries —with their expanding populations and rising living
standards —will require much more energy.



Second, efforts to improve energy efficiency and to reduce emissions could
soon produce significant results —initially in the developed world.

Third, the costs of alternative energy sources will fall with experience - as with
other technologies. Shell investment in renewable energy is commercial.

Fourth, gas will become increasingly important. In Shell we are working hard to
expand our gas business. The move into power generation is one means of
doing so.

You may think this strays some way from competition for resources. But I
believe that the strategies companies adopt to meet these challenges and
opportunities will affect both the nature of competition and who succeeds. For
example, I mentioned the need for talent. We will only be able to recruit the
best if they can feel pride in what they do and in the company they work for.

Investment needs

What do E&P investors look for? Here are four suggestions:

• first, the ability to operate in accordance with our business principles;

• second, terms that are appropriate for global and local conditions;
• third, recognition of the difference between oil and gas — for which

infrastructure and markets have to be developed; and

• fourth, predictability, predictability and predictability.

E&P investors face huge uncertainties —in geology, in technology, in price.
Uncertainty about terms and contractual stability is a risk too far. Terms reflect
market forces, but long lead times mean it's easy to miss market signals. The
bottom line is not 'money talks' but 'money walks'.

The challenge of maturity
Let me focus on north-west Europe. The historian Barbara Tuchman warned
about the tendency for generals to prepare for past wars. In responding to the
present price challenge we should be careful not to misread the lessons of
1986. It is a testament to this industry's vigour, creativity and adaptability that —
despite the inherent costliness of North Sea operations - it was able to cope
with such a collapse. It has lost none of those qualities.

But resilience depends on where you are on the cost curve. The North Sea is a
dozen years more mature. The fat built up in the period of high prices has been
stripped away. Achieving new efficiencies is much more challenging-though of
course it can be done. There are still substantial opportunities left, but they are
increasingly difficult to exploit economically.

They require continuing, high levels of investment and intensive effort —as well
as a regulatory framework that allows these to be applied effectively. This
includes avoiding the delays which can destroy the economics.



The North Sea has had that investment and that effort. It has been the test-bed
of many of the industry's advances: subsurface wells; long-reach drilling;
floating production systems; operator-contractor partnering; asset management.
And it has developed a significant, international contracting industry —based
here in Stavanger and in Aberdeen.

There's much at stake. We must all act on the basis of present realities not past
perceptions.

An upbeat vision
But I don't want to end on a downbeat note. On the contrary, Shell companies'
competitive strategies reflect a positive vision. We are pursuing the commercial
opportunities of evolving energy markets —building our gas business, extending
into power generation, investing in renewables.

We are making long-term commitments to the countries and communities in
which we operate. It took Norske Shell and its partners 17 years to bring Troll
on stream. It will be producing for over 50.

We are putting our faith in people-the values we share, their skills and
experience, new relationships, new ways of working.

We are pushing forward technology —particularly in such areas as deep water,
where we see world-wide opportunities.

We are pursuing global profitable growth. Over the next five years Shell
companies aim significantly to raise oil and gas production.

In short, we remain confident of our ability to compete in the energy business.

Balancing risks
But we will all have to compete for scarce resources. This requires balancing
risks —technical, economic, political, fiscal —and opportunities. Major new
opportunities are opening up — in deep water, in the Caspian, in the Middle
East, in developing gas and power markets, and in commercialising alternative
forms of energy.

Each company must make up its own mind -value the opportunities, assess
the risks, consider whether it has the necessary human, technical and financial
resources, satisfy itself it can maintain its standards. But our choices will be
constrained by economic conditions.

The industry is facing a crossroads. For a decade, we have focused on
extending the productive life of mature, high-cost basins. Much has been
achieved. But, in future, commercial realities may require an emphasis on
opportunities with low unit capital cost. The decisive competition will be for
investment and commitment.


